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ABSTRACl

Heat losses and gairu through buil.ding components are
calculated as the sum of terms due to conduaion, solar
radiation, and air infiltration. The current design methods
ignore the interaction of air inJìltration with either solar
radiation or conduction in building components, Neglea of
these interactions may account for a significant poníon of
th e overes t imated/underes t imated ho us e ener gy co tts wnp-
tion.

This paper presents simplified, idealized models thu
simultaneously consider the influence and intersctions oJ
cotrduction, solar radiation, and infihration as they qffea
heat transfer in attics an¿ wall.s. The models are then used
to simulate an idealìzedhouse, dEfined asfan depressurized
in winter and fan pressurized in summer, The simulstion
results show that the idealized house can save 2l % tu 1m96
of the heating energy and 7% to 52% ofthe cooling energy
due to opaque component loads under certain conditiotts
compared to a "normsl" house, where difuse infiltration
(air lealcs through wall diffasely) is present only, and 38%
to 10O% of the heatíng energy arù up to 33% of the cooling
energy of opaque component loads over a "leak" house,
where no air infiltrøtion heat recovery is present under
normal weqther corditiotts.

INTRODUClION

The heating/cooling load has been a key issue in
building design since the 1970s, and the new design meth-
ods, such as the response factor method (Stephenson and
Mitalas 1967), were developed to treat the dynamic charac-
teristics of a building. These new methods produce dramat-
ically lower design load estimates for heating and cooling,
and the resulting more accurate equipment sizing has
signifrcantly improved HVAC efficiency. However, all the
design methods assume that solar radiation, conduction, and
air infiltration behave independently. This unrealistic
assumption can cause substantial error in the estimation of
design load and annual energy consumption.

The interaction of infiltration and conduction has been
investigated by a number of researchers. Bursey and Green
(1970) measured total energy consumption of double-frame
windows when both infiltration and conduction were present

a¡d found that the actual load is only 80 % of the calculated
value. Guo and Liu (1985) developed a mathematical model

of double windows, tested it experimentally, and found that

the actual load is about 10 % lo 30% less than the calculated
value. A¡derlind (1985) and Kohonen et al. (1987) sepa-

rately proposed combined conduction and air inflrltration
models of the wall. They claimed that air infiltration can

recover 4O% to 50% of the air infiltration energy con-
sumption. Andersson and ìùy'admark (1987) tested an

"optimum" ceiling based on the same principlas and

claimed that ceiling energy consumption can be recovered
by organizing airflow. Recently, Claridge and Bhat-
tacharyya (1989, 1990) measured up to 80% air infrltration
energy recovery in an indoor test cell and a frame wall. Liu
and Claridge (199?a, L992b) investigated the dynamic
properties of air infiltration in an indoor cell and the energy
recovery of infiltration in an outdoor test cell with similar
results. They also found that i¡filtration enhances heat

recovery in wi¡ter by carrying more solar radiant €nergf
into a cell, and exfiltration enhances heat recovery in
suulmer by rejecting solar radiant energy ûo the or¡tside-

However, no theoretical model includes this solar fucûor-

This paper de.scribe.s the development of combined
solar, air infiltration, and conduction models for ideal
diffus€ attics and walls, gives numerical results from the

models, and presents an application showing the potential
energy savings that could result from "optimized" air
infiltration in houses.

COMBTNED MODELS

The ideal diffr¡se wall and attic are defined as uniform
airflow through the wall and ceiling with both the solid
material a¡rd air having the s¿me temperature at any
position. In order to make a simple analysis, a wall or attic
is separated into two subsystems: the "outside" system

þhysically from outside air to the outside surface of the
wall or to the attic air) and the base system þhysically from
the outside zurface of the wall or attic air to room air).

The temperature distribution within a base system,

where a constant air inf,rltrationrate m ftg/m2's)-def,rned
as positive for infiltration, negative for exf,rltration-flows
through the wall, can be expressed by Equation 1 under
steady-state conditions (see Appendix A).

Mingsheng Liu is a research associate and Devid E. Claridge is an associate professor in the Energy Systems Laboratory, Texas A&M
University, College St¿tion.
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wbere

T : temperature at resistance R,

Tw : outside surface temperature of base system,

Tr : room air temperature,

expressed as a portion of designed air infiltration energy

consumption or a portion of designed total energy con-

sumption.
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The apparent dasign heat transfer coefficient, then, is

1 Infiltration

(1 1)

e is cslled the infiltration heat exchange effectiveness

(IHEE) because it simulates a heat exchangeri 0c is called

the total energy saving ratio; ry' is called the solar indic¿tor,

which equals the ratio of the absorbed solar intensity to the

t€mp€rature difference between the room and outside; it has

a positive value in winter and a negative value in summer'
p is the resistance ratio.

Equations 10 and 11 apply to both walls and attics

because it is presumed that the outside surface temperature

is known. Sequentially, the model combines the "outside"
system with the base system to find the nondimensional

temperature (0).

The schematic of the heat transfer process of walls is

shown in Figure 1. The wall sustains consûant solar radia-

tion, / (V//.2); airflow, m (kglm2's): and temperature

difference, T, - To,The control surface of the system is

shown in the figure with the dashed line. From the energy

balance equation of the wall, tbe dimensionless surfacq

temperature can be deduced as (see Appendix B)

u _ qn+ó-tþRto. (tz)
ó-p

The schematics of attic models are shown in Figure 2.

The attic is assumed !o zustain a constant cross ventilation,

m^ ft g/m2' s) ; infi I trati on/ex ñltration, rn, through the ceiling

çtg/m2's¡, a temperature difference of T, - Toi and

absorbed solar radiation, /. R", is taken as the resistance

between attic air and room air.

,tolar

m t)
lti m t) I room

Conduclion

Conduclion 8ro

^cf,mCofin,
heat resistance, and

resistance from outside surface to room air.

According to the Fourier law of heat conduction, the

total heat loss is

e = (Tr-7..)mcpexP(a) e).",,9þlÇõI
The overall/apparent heat transfer coefficient then is

calculated by

uA.=&=(r-o) æ=(r-o)rA, (3)

where

,_ 1*"*p!",1 . (s)
1 - exp(o",)

However, the designed heat loss under the same condi-

tions is calculated by

(fi*mc)(\-r)-t+

of ,t'-r)-Iþ

Q=

*mCo-ßú

-pú

lnfiltration

Q¿=
Exfiltration

il
ì

I;
UA¿ = I

F; Exfiltration

where

l/=

^R*p = ;#. (e)

Since current design methods do not consider the

interaction of solar radiatiou, conduction, and air infiltra-
tion, Q rnd Q¿are different. Any difference between Q and

O¿ is called air infiltration heat recovery, which can be

(8)
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Figwe 1 Schemuic of heat transfer process of the wall.
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Figutv 2 Schcmatic of attic heat transfer process.

Attic model f aszumes that the cross-ventilation rate n"
: 0. Under this condition, the nondimensional attic air

temperature is (see Appendix C)

$ - {PR6o+ an
Infrltration

ø" = m"CoR2. (18)

The analysis shows that the combined energy consump-

tion and infiltration heat recovery can be expressed by the

solar indicator (ú), the nondimensional airflow raÛe (a), the

resistance ratio (p), and the boundary layer resistance (R¿,)'

These ratio parameters make it possible ùo obtain general

idealized results with timited simulation calculations'

S¡ìIUL/\T¡ON AXI' NUMER¡CAL NESULTS

The simulation calculations have been carried out on I
typical wall and attic that have the following therm¡l

parameters:

Rbo : 0.05 ('C'n2AV), heat resistance of outside

boundary layer;
2('C'm24il), heat resistance from outside

surface of the wall to room air;
0. 15('C.m2lW), heat resistance from outside

to attic air (including roof and two surface

coefficients);
3('C'n2AV), heat resistance from attic to
room air for ceiling.
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Attic model II assumes no infiltration/exhltration
present; under this condition, the nondimensional attic air
temperature is (see Appendix D)

o = 
r*Yoloo. (r4)
l+p+2a"

Attic model III assumes that both infiltration/exfiltration
and cross ventilation are present. Under these conditions,
the attic air temperature is expressed as (see Appendix E)

Rw

The possible ranges of daily sverage solar radiation,

outside temperature variation, and air infiltration require the

following combined parameter ranges in simulations:

o { : solar indicator - 100 to 40 (W/m2'oC), nega-

tive values indicate cooling and positive values

indicate heating;
. cr : nondimensional airflow rate - 1 to 1, negative

value.s i¡dicate exñltration, positive values

indicate infiltration.

The IHEE values of the diffuse wall are shown in

Figure 3 as a function of solar indicator (fr) and nondimen-

sional airflow rate (c*). In the heating season, IHEE

increases as solar radiation increases for infiltration but

decreases for exfiltration because inñltration carries more

solar radiant energy inside and exfiltration rejects solar

radiant energy to the outside. ln the cooling season, IHEE
increases as solar radiation increases for exfiltration but

decreases for infrltration because exf,rltration rejects more

solar radiant energy to the outside a¡d reduces the cooling

load. tr¡/ith the ranges of the solar indicator and airflow rate

simulated, IHEE can be up to 2.8 and ss low as -2.3.
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Fígure 3 IHEE of combined dìffuse wall model-e :
IHEE, Ú : solar ¡t¿i,ator (W/^2'oC), a :
no ndime ns io nal airJlow rate.

For a nondimensional airflow rate of 0'6 and nonnal

weather conditions (Houston area) corresponding to a solar

indicator of 20 V//m2'K for wi-uter, IHEE is 0.97 for

heatins. For a nondimensional airfl rrw raÞ, -0'ó, and solar

indic¡íor -40 W/m2'K for summer conditions, IHEE is
1.31 for cooling. However, if infiltration is used for

summer and exfiltration is used for winter' the IHEE

changes from 0.97 to 0.02 for heating and from 1'31 to

-0.5S for cooling. These numbers show that energy saving

might be achieved by organizing the airflow; normal

airflow can increase the cooling energy consumption if
infiltration is predominant on sunny walls and the roof'

The IHEEs of ettic model I (no cross ventilation) are

shown in Figure 4. The results are qualitatively similar to

tbose of Figure 3. With the weather and airflow rate

defined above, IHEE is 0'95 for heating with infrltration

and 1.34 for cooling with exfiltration.
Attic model II (cross ventilation only) is a special ca'se

because tbere is no infiltration present. The energy-saving

ratios (Q) are given in Figure 5. The results show that the

"n"tgy-täniog 
ratio decreases for heating with increases in

cross ventilation and solar radiation, but it increases for

cooling with increases in cross ventilation and solar radia-

tion. Under the normal conditions deFrned earlier but with
energy
cooling
tilation.
avoided

in winter ûo save energy'
The IHEEs of attic model III (cross-ventilation rate c"

- 5) results show that the

profil from those of Figuras

3 and lY with solar radiation

Fígurc 4 IHEE of combined model for attic I-E :
IHEE, Ú : solar indicator (W/m2'"C¡, o :
no¡úimensional airtlow rate (difuse infibra-
t i o n / etftlt r øt i o n o nlY ).

in summer when tbe airflow rate (or) is small but decreases

sharpl irflow raþ

1o*¡ i ventilation

is the 
'u) 

is low'

Under the normal weather conditions dehned earlier, IHEE
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Energy-saving ratio of anic II-P : eYrgy'
,ouiij ratio, {/ : solar indicator ¡w/m2'"C¡,
a : nondimensional airflow rate (cross ven-

tilation only).
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nondimensional airflow rates. It is further assumed that the

total airflow through the ceiling is the same as that through

windows. No hest recovery is considered for windows'

In the "normal" house model, air leaks in through half

the wall and leaks out through the other half, and the

ceiling has infiltration in summer and exfiltration in winter

because of the thermal stack effect. Again, both the oPsque

walls and the ceiling have the same nondimensional airflow

rate. No combined effect is considered for windows and

doors.
The "designed" house model calculates total energy

cons infiltra-

tion consid-

ered ' house

where no air infiltration heat recovery achrally occurs'

The simulation assumed the attic has no cross ventila-

tion, and the solar radiation on all walls, regardless of
orienùation, is two-thirds of the solar radiation on the roof'

The simulation covered a nondimensional airflow rate range

from 0 to I with a step of 0.05 and a roof solar indicator

range 100 to 0 for summer

with e simulation are the

energ house vs' the normal

house (I/,lV¡,

Fígure 6

TABLE 1

Summary of Thermal and Associated

Parameters for the Hor¡se Model

External dimension of house l2xl5x24m(39x49x8ft)

Area of ceiling t80 m2 (l93S ft2)

Area of opaque walls 104 m2 lll6

A¡ea of windows ,6 
^z 

ple n2)

R-, for walls 2m2t4w 0l ft2h'F/Btu)

R.,, for ceilinc 3.5 m2fJw (20 ft2h'F/Btu)

Rr for ceiling 0 l5 m2lvw (0 85 ñ2h'F/Btu)

R¡.n o.o5 m2IVW (0 28 ff2h'F/Btu)
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Et'¡ltration Cooling

is about 0.66 for heating with infiltration and 1'75 for

cooling with exFrltration' The numbers show that attic III

"onr.rÃo 
30% more heating energy and 4O/o less cooling

energy than attic I.

APPLIC.ATION

The ergY saving

might be for infiltra-

tion and is chosen to

demonstrate the energy-saving effects' The fundamental

thermsl parameters of the house are summsrized in Table

1.

The "idealized" house model is defined as a house that

is depressurized in winter and pressunztÀ it summer by a

fan ar¡d has uniform infiltration. "Uniform inftltration"

me¿ns that both the oPaque walls and ceilings have identical

Qn- Q¡

Qn

Q¿- Q¡

Q¿- Qn

the idealized house and the designed house (1/D)'

and the normal house and the designed house (N/D)'

The simulation did not include the window conduction and

radiation load and the floor load.

A comparison of energy consumption for the idealized

and normal house models is given in Figure 7. The results

show that the energy-saving ratio of the idealized house

varies from -0.15 to greater than 2 in winter and from

-0.15 to 0.52 in summer depending on the solar indicators

and nondimensional airflow rates. When the absolute value

of the solar indicator is greater than 10, the energy-saving

ratio is positive. If the solar indicator is 20 for winter and

-40 for summer, then the idealized house model can save

from 21 Vo to 35% of the heating energy and from 7% to

3l% of lhecooling energy when the nondimensional airflow

varies from 0.2 to 1. These numbers demonstrate the

potential energy savings that could result from organizing

the airflow through the house envelope. If the house can be

operated as a "normal" house when the absolute value of
the solar indicator is less tha¡ 10, the seasonal energy

savings of the house will increase.
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Figure 7

A comparison of energy consumption of the idealized

and designed house models is given in Figure 8. The results

show that the saving ratio varies from 0 to greater than 2 in
winþr and from 0 üo 0.33 in summer. The energy-saving

ratio increases with both solar radiation and airflow' If the

solar indicaûor is 20 in winter and -40 in su--er, the

heating energy-saving ratio varies from 0.38 to 0'52 and the

cooling energy-saving ratio varies from 0.09 to 0.27 when

the nondimensional airflow varies from O.2 to 1. These

numbers demonstrate the energy-savings poæntial of an

idealizþd house compared to dasign calculation or over a

poody dasigned house where no heat recovery is present.

A comparison of the "normal" and "designed" house

models is given in Figure 9. The results show that the

energy-saving ratio varies from 0 to 0.91 for heating and

from -0.40 to 0.28 for cooling. If the solar indicator is 20

in winter and -40 in summer, the heating energy-savings

ratio varies from 0.21 to 0.26 and the cooling energy-

saving ratio varies from -0.05 to -0. 16 when the non-

dimensional airflow varies from 0.2 to 1. These numbers

demonstrate that dasign calculations might overestimate

heating energy consumption by 2I% to26% and underesti-

mate cooling energy consumption by 5% to 16%'

D¡SCUSS¡ON AND CONCLUSION

The models used in the paper are simplified and

idealized in order ùo understand and investigate the maxi-

mum pot€ntial of air infiltration heat recovery in house

components and houses. The concept of diffuse leakage may

represent uniform infiltration for porous insulation; how-

lt

Energy-saving ratio of the idealized to normsl
house models-7 : energ!'saving ratio, tþ =
solar írúicqtor (W/m2'"C), o : nondimen-

sional airtlow rqte.

\l

lÐ

Heating

Cooling

Figure 8 Energy-saving ratio of the idealized to de-

signed house models-p : energy-saving
rãtio, ,!, : solar i¡úicator (W/*2'oC), a. =
nondimens io nal ai rflow rate.

ever, air infiltration heat recovery effects for most walls are

smaller than those for porous insulation; also, effeæts of
circulation flow within walls are not considered' Tbe

idealized house model might represent seasonal average

conditions for most houses; however, the actual condition

of a house may be quite different from what is assumed in
the model. Altbough the models used in the analysis are not

complete, the results of the simulation still indicate the

10

Heating

aa"
Cooling

\
\

\
\¡ô

\\

Heating

Cooling

\
\
\\

\r
\
\\
\

¡P

c

Energy-saving ratio of the normal to designed

howe models-7 : eryergy-saving ratio,tþ :
solar itdicator (W/m¿'"C), a : nondimen-

sional airtlow rate.
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approximåte magnitude of the infiltration energy impact in

;ä"*L;d ,orn'" u"lpntt suggestioncan be concluded from

this work.
Air infiltration energy consumption is not only depen-

dent on airflow raæ and temperature difference between a

i*rn -¿ the outside but iì also dependent on airflow

¿ìr*ion, solar radiation, and leakage configuration' The

ioirttr"tioo flow enhances heat recovery in winter by

ãõtt more solar radiant energy into a room' and

The simulations suggest

save from 2% to 327o ie*íng energy aÐd 25lo to 3l%

cooling energy compared to the non¡¡al house' where

diffuse infiltration dominates the air infiltration' and from

27% ¡o 49% hating energy nd 20% to 22% cooling

"o"rgy 
compared to aasign calculations or-e "lesk" house'

*1"í tn" soìar indicator is 20 in winter and -40 in su¡nmer

and the nondimensional airflow rate is 0'6'

The overestimation of energy consumption Tiq.th:
dasign method is substantial' The simplified' idealizÊd

,i-rit",ioo, show that the dasign method overestim¡ted

lãti.g energy by 49% and cooling energy by 2216 for the

"oipo-o*t 
--oáeled in the idealized house and heating

energy bY 26% in the normal house

coollng 
"o"tgy 

by l47o in the normal

The actual energy consumPtion of

be either less than or g eater tbau

because of the impact oI airflow direction on solar radia-

tion. To utilize or maximizp air infiltrationheat recovery in

*"itr, "i, infiltration must be organized; otherwise' the

diffuseinfiltrationmayactuallycausemoreenergycon-
,.r-p,ioo. The infiltration flow model should b€ used in

winLr and the exfiltration flow model in summer'

The climate can be easily cla^ssiñed by the seasonal

solar indicator; consequently, the seasonal IHEE or eîergy'

saving ttlio, pr, can be estim¡ted easily'

úis arratysis was based on simplified steady-state

models, where neither the latent cooling load nor the load

from windows, doors, and the ground was included' The

extended models and seasonal dynamic simulation could be

considered for future work' Infrared heat radiation' the attic

heat excbange model, tot'al house building energy corr-

sumption, 
"oã 

l"ænt cooling energy consumption need to be

better addressed.
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APPENDf,T A

where

A base part of an ideal diffuse wall or attic is shown in

Figure A-1, where resistance R was chosen as the axis'

This makes it possible to get a general differential equation

for multilayer walls under steady-state conditions. Conse-

analysis substantiallY. The base

filtration, m (kg/m¿'s), defined as

negative for exfiltration. The

outside surface temperature and room Þmperature were

represented by 1r, and [, respectively. The heat resistance

of the wall from the outside surface to room air was R,r'

The conductive and air infiltration heat fluxes within the

base system were generally expressed as

o" = -k!!d, = -#, (41)

Qo = mco(T-Tr), (A2)

The differential equation was established by balancing

tbe energy fluxes of a finite element (dr) under steady-state

conditions:

f. mcof^ = o' (43)

T = Tn, R = 0, (A4)
T=Tr,R=R*.

The solution of this equation is

T-Tn I -exP(rnCoR)m,=ffi. (A5)

Equation 45, it then followed:

T-Tn _ l_exp(cr). (A6)

m, -füPþJ

APPENI'IX B

cP:
m

R:

Tr:

specific heat of air^(J/kg'K),
airflow rate (kg/m¿'s)'
temperature of the wall section at R,

heat resistance of the wall from outside to the

position,
room temperature.

The schem¡tic of the he¡t transfer Prooess of the ideal

diffuse wall is shown in Figure 1, where the outside surface

boundary layer was

solar radiation Pen
sustained a consta¡¡t

m ftg/m2's); and Þmperature difference, T, - 7o' Th"
contrãl surface of the system is shown in the figure with a

dashed line. The energy balance on the control volume led

to the following equation:

ry+I -Q+mcoTo-mcoT" = o' (B1)
R¡o

Dividing both sides of Equation 81 by Ç - 7o -d
introducing F4uation 2 into Equation 81, it then followed:

-0d; *\r-(1 -0)* -mco = o' (82)

Rearranging Equation (82), the nondimensional

tÊmpereturE wes thæ exPressed as

6 = 
o**!-!Rn. (83)

ö-p

dR

Tr

R*

//ea I t?est'slance ('f/

Figurc AI Schematic of dífttse wqll base system'

Attic I, deñned as that attic without cross ventilation,

was idealized as a two-layer sysÞm, shown in Figure 2' To

take the control system as the dashed line shown in Figure

m
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m
R1

Tatti"

Combining Equations 2 and Cl' the nondimensional

þmperature then follows:

2 (infiltration), the energy balance equation for the infrltra-

don case is

mcoro. /? 
(cr)

+ (To- T,,n)fi = mCoT,+ Q

wbere

: infiltration rate through the ceiling ftg/#'s),
: heat resistance of the outer layer (shingle)

çw/m2'K¡,: attic temperature ('C).

Attic model II sustained cross ventilation only' The

eDergy balance equation on the control volume was ex-

pressed as

(To- To¡¡¡ç)*- rr,- r',n")*, 
(Dl)

- /þ * m"CpTo- m"CoTu¡-s
Rl

: air temperature when the air leaves the attic'

: cross-vèntilation rate ftg/m2's)'

The attic temperature was defined as

Tanìc = l1r*u* To). (D2)

The nondimensional attic temperature was obtained by

combining Equations 2, Dl, and D2:

, = !-!9!^oo (D3)
| + p +2u"

where

a" = m,CoR2' @4)

APPENDIT E

Attic model III has both infiltration and cross ventila-

tion. The energy balance equation was established according

to the schematic ñgure:

(To- Ta¡¡¿) fi* m,coT"*I3 (e1)

- mCoTr' Q - (m"- m) CoTuu = o

where
Totti" = l{r"*ru,). 

(Ez)

The nondimensional attic temperature was deduced

from Equations 2' El, and E2 a^s

6 = Ô *:n- Ú0Roo {e3)
ç+2an-íJ-dc

APPENDTX D

where

Tuit
mc

(c2)

(ca)

(c4)

where

Q=

p= Rw

r;'

Rrn : heat resistance from attic air to room alr'

mcoTo,¡". t? 
(cs)

+ (To - r,*", * 
= mCoT,* Q'

where

The nondimensional temperature can be deduced by a

procedure similar to the above:

Q=
ó*an-úBRao (c6)

ó*an- p
where (E4)a" = mrCoRn.
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